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Because of a hearing disability, Kohei is often misunderstood and has trouble integrating into life on

campus, so he learns to keep his distance. That is until he meets the outspoken and cheerful Taichi.

He tells Kohei that his hearing loss is not his fault. TaichiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s words cut through

KoheiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s usual defense mechanisms and open his heart. More than friends, less than

lovers, their relationship changes Kohei forever.
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Yuki FuminoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s first manga, I Hear the Sunspot, received a great deal of attention upon its

publication in 2014, quickly leading to the development of a feature film. She is presently working on

the third installment in the series. The exceptional talent on display in her debut project has made

her one of the most watched and up-coming manga-ka in the BL world.

I can't express in words how much I love this sentimental and realistic series, and I'm incredibly

grateful that it's received such a wonderful English translation! The atmosphere is so gentle and

lovely that I find myself reading it over and over again. The sentimentality and natural character

development are so refreshing that I'll never be able to hold this book without smiling.Though this

volume works as a standalone, I'm desperately hoping that Theory of Happiness is released in the

future!

This book is so damn sweet while at the same time taking on stereotypes and ableism head-on. I



can't wait for the next volume.

What a sweet book about self discovery and a realistic portrayal of relationships!!! Two opposites,

Kohei who appears big and strong but is physically and emotionally vulnerable from his hearing

impairment and the isolation it has inspired in him, and Taichi, small and monetarily impoverished

but feisty and fun loving, meet and become intrigued with each other. Taichi, for delicious home

cooked meals, agrees to take notes for Kohei in class. What follows are realistic insights in how a

person slowly recognizes important life lessons about recognizing friendship, finding joy in putting

another's happiness ahead of ones own, and more. No one here is an unrealistic martyr or

aggressor. This is a very sweet and insightful story and if a sequel came out I would definitely buy

that too!!

I have fallen in love with this gentle manga, ...more stories like this please. Very sensitive.

Endearing. I simply cannot wait until volume two!

I love everything this book has to offer. The characters are great and quite unique. The story is well

crafted; full of sweetness with very small inklings of sadness. It's a beautiful story from start to

finish!!! I am so looking forward to more. I'm glad I bought this book!!!

This story is absolutely sweet in how friendship is strong, and has many hurdles, but it will always

prevail. This isn't your Naruto friendship story, oh no, this is an actual mature story about two

college boys trying to survive life while bonding. It's absolutely sweet, may make you tear up, and is

a one-shot so it's a one and done story. Pick this up, let your heart traverse the waves of emotion,

and it'll leave you with a smile on your face.

An amazing manga with wonderful art and story. I couldn't put it down! The perspective given on

living with disabilities is beyond from what I've seen from any BL and very emotional, but the manga

never fails to give sweet moments admist the angst! A must read if you're seeking something

different from the regular clichÃƒÂ©s in BL.

This is phenomenal!I am so glad I found it while browsing!!! The is all soft and sweeping! The cover

says it all! It's healing and soft, sweet and growing!The blurb covered the basics and the coverart

tells you all you need to know! I'm just here to let you know that these things are truth and you have



nothing to fear!Your purchase of this will be very wise and very good!
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